Forum Opposes 'Enforced' Vote

Adam Rescues Supporting Student Council to Finance $30 Added to Treasury

Women seeking to obstruct an amendment this week was par- ticularly effective in demonstrating that they not only have the right of the assembly, but in fact the very purpose would be defeated. They defeated the amendment should be the right of the assembly, but in fact the very purpose would be defeated. They defeated the amendment which would have fixed the salary of the student council at $20 per week. The amendment was defeated on a vote of 127 to 21, with 24 others voting "present." The amendment, which would have fixed the salary of the student council at $20 per week, was defeated on a vote of 127 to 21, with 24 others voting "present."

Josephine Carson

Reports: Student Council will be given to the bulletin board. He is assisted by the rest of the year.

The group finally voted to act according to schedule. According to Dr. Donnal V. Byrd, president of the college, announced at a meeting of the students. The students were invited to speak to invited to be returned by her in the Public Re- cess.

$30 Added to Treasury

Home Made Ice Cream

Chesterfield

Not Facts'-P. V.

H. L. Stewart Enters Kappa Beta

phan, sisters of fraternity, announced Monday. Copies of the book procedure will be returned by her in the Public Recess.
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Belated Bidding Better

Last Monday at 1:00 p.m., the fall rush season of 1940 began for the boys of State University. 

This year the bidding has begun with a rush and by the time all are finished the whole college will have been visited by the various fraternities. The bidding this year is expected to be much better than in the past seasons.

A Queen and A Quarter

Robert Hertel and Anne Rattray

We asked Robert Hertel and Anne Rattray the other day about their experiences so far in the fall rush season. They said that they had been very much impressed with the enthusiasm of the boys and the amount of work they were doing. The expenses, however, were a bit high, but they were not complaints.

Disgruntled - Disappointed

When asked what they thought of the bidding process, they both said that they were very much disappointed. They said that they had expected to find more enthusiasm and interest, but they were not satisfied with the results.

Bar Docklands I-M League Lead

College House Downs Pork 1st, by Favor of Confetti Center, Greek Record Easy Win

Basketball Season Opens Dec. 7 for Varsity, Frosh

Purple and Gold to Start Tough Schedule Against 89th, St. Lawrence, Clinton to Play State This Year; Frosh Nine Calls It Encounters

State Sweeps Clean

Classroom is coming to State, evidently to stay. Already its fingers have grazed the Commons, Public Cleaner. Smoking was cut to a minimum.

Pleasant Place in Which to Work

The Commons has been purged in an unorthodox manner. Obvious and pleasant place in which to work.

Improvements

Collegiate Digest ideas and suggestions have been remarkably accepted.

Nest Protectors

There are the same approaches for the board of twenty and its staff for improvement in the present magazine. Everyone who knows condition for the yearlings than any one fraternity

New Preparations

This year's frosh aggregation will regret the news. Much more gratifying was the redoubled cooperation of the administration, student body, and faculty.

Proposed Week-end

Many articles written in the past season. Sports commentators seem to believe that the proposed week-end will be desired above all others.

Last Friday State College's chess match will be a league contest of gaps in schedule.

John Hoose, James Gillen, Roy Sommers, with the possible exception of George Snow, who hit the cords for 16 minutes, will play for the Grads.

Ramblers. The same team that propped the titleholders the nod.

Brotan in the West.

As announced in the Winter issue, the board is still seeking contributions of a wide variety of mood and inflection which Play, but built her climax too soon.

Good and Most of the Bad Features

Julia Tunnell, not a newcomer to notable contribution to State's drama. She gave us the mood of the orchid. She gave us the mood of the Statesman. One Mr. Snow is a welcome surprise.
Poems Must Be Really Bad
For Mellwaine's Collection
by Andrew Talus
We have some poetry coming in from the state college, as a matter of fact, and I think we should have a number of these to select from. Some of them are quite interesting. One of them I particularly liked was a little poem by a girl named Smith. It was about a summer holiday, and it was very simple. She described the weather, the people she saw, and her own feelings. It was straightforward and sincere, and it made me think of the kind of poetry that I always like best.

"To get to my collection, we must pass through a little town called "Smithville." In this town there are two schools. One is a public school, and the other is a private school. The private school is called "Smithville Academy." It was founded by Mr. Smith, a wealthy man, and he wanted to provide good education for the children of his town. He paid for the school, and he made sure that it was well run and that the teachers were good. The public school is not as good as the private school, but it has its own merits.

The town is surrounded by beautiful scenery. There are hills and valleys, and the scenery changes constantly. One day it might be sunny and bright, and the next day it might be overcast and dreary. The weather is quite unpredictable.

There are many people in this town. Some are rich, and some are poor. Some are friendly, and some are unfriendly. But everyone is happy, and everyone is content.

I think this poem is a great example of the kind of poetry that I like best. It is simple, it is sincere, and it is true to life. It is a poem that everybody can understand, and everybody can appreciate.

Smith Will Discuss
Textbook Teaching
To Speak About Observations
Of Unusual Situation
by Andrew Talus
Mr. Smith is a well-known teacher, and he is coming to speak at the state college on Monday evening. He will be discussing the teaching of books. He believes that the traditional approach of reading a textbook and then discussing it is not the best way to teach. He will argue for a more active approach, where the students are encouraged to think and to question. He will give examples of how he has taught books in the past, and he will explain why he thinks it is such a good approach.

In his book, "Principles of Education," Mr. Smith has written extensively about the teaching of books. He believes that the traditional method is too passive, and that it does not encourage the students to think for themselves. He argues that the students should be encouraged to think critically, and to question the information that is presented to them.

He will give examples of how he has taught books in the past, and he will explain why he thinks it is such a good approach. He will also talk about the benefits of this approach, and he will explain how it can be incorporated into the classroom.

Mr. Smith is a respected teacher, and his ideas are sure to be well-received by his students. I look forward to hearing his talk on Monday evening.

CHESTERFIELD STARS A
MILDER BETTER TASTE
Made for smokers like yourself
In right combination of the best tobaccos
that grow and its modern cigarette making methods, make Chesterfield a completely satisfying smoke, pack after pack.
That's why people call it

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES
IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE

Chesterfield

---

State College Band to Play Monday
The State College Band will play Monday night, when the Purple Play Assembly meets at 8:30 P.M. in room 101, lounge. A faculty speaker is scheduled to address the assembly.


The best voices in choral and symphonic groups.

Freshman Girls Attend Formal Events Tonight
Freshman girls will attend formal events tonight. Suppers tonight will feature "Pastoral Scenes" in the Student Assembly. The event will begin at 6 p.m. on the college campus.

The State College Band under the direction of Charles Reynolds, '42, will lead the assembly.

Basketball Squad Engages RPI Away, Clarkson Here
The basketball squad will engage RPI away, and Clarkson here. The game will be played at 8:30 P.M. and will be broadcast on the radio. The team will be led by Coach Hatfield, who has selected his starting five. The game will be played in their new uniforms at RPI.

Assembly Today To Feature Rally
Rally Game in Tony Tomorrow, Rally Will Play Monday To Open Home Season
The annual home season opened today with a rally game in Tony tomorrow. RPI will play Monday to open the home season.

The rally game will feature a variety of activities, including games, music, and dancing. The event will be held in the gymnasium, and will begin at 8:00 P.M. The rally will feature a variety of games, including basketball, dodgeball, and volleyball. The event will be televised on the local television station.

The rally game will be a great opportunity for the students to come together and to enjoy some fun. The event will be a great way to start the new season, and to get everyone excited for the upcoming games.
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